
Lifestyle essentials for those who chill.



 

Allume is a leading brand for cannabis lovers, offering

lifestyle accessories for elevated living. From smokeware to

homeware, our intention is to help customers feel good and

tap into their chill. 

 

We also highly value social justice initiatives. Every month, a

portion of sales goes towards equity-oriented organizations

like the Floret Coalition and Last Prisoner Project. 

 

All said and done, Allume delivers a meaningful brand
experience, from our shop to your customer's sesh. 

 

 

Let's get acquainted.



The 2021
Collection

"I've always wanted to create objects that fit seamlessly into a
cannabis lover's day-to-day. This new collection features a range of
high quality goods touching on stashware, homeware and fashion.
Each item is crafted to be timeless with a modern edge, so that you
can enjoy for years to come."

Inspiration

Camille Chacra, Creator + CEO of Allume



The Shroomie
Grinder

Crafted by hand, this premium maple wood herb grinder combines
style and function. It not only looks beautiful on a shelf; it also has
excellent ergonomics, and, a solid aluminium core with sharp teeth
that shred with the greatest of ease thanks to CNC precision
technology. Features a magnetic closure. Comes in a green satin
pouch. Size: 2.7" x 2.3". 

Comes in bundles of 5 units. 

$20 WS / $40 MSRP
Prices listed in USD.



Magical Bud
Lighter Sleeve

Dress up your Classic Bic® lighter (not included) with our
brushed bronze lighter case, laser etched with Allume's
signature bud icon. Given that each Bic® lighter tends to slightly
vary in size, gently insert it into the case without force. 

Brushed bronze may wear over time. Expect minor flaws with
use, including slight discolouration and/or faint scratching.

Comes in bundles of 10 units.

$7.50 WS / $15 MSRP
Prices listed in USD.



Mellow Mary
Incense -20
sticks

Mellow Mary delivers a soothing aroma that is earthy, musky
and gently sweet. Each pack contains 20 bamboo sticks soaked
in premium phthalate-free cannabis and sandalwood fragrance
oils for several days. This process allows the oils to be fully
absorbed for optimal scent potency, and a slow, even burn. 

Comes in bundles of 10 units.

$8 WS / $16 MSRP
Prices listed in USD.



The Pearl
Joint Carrier

A piece to protect your joint, while containing odour. Made
with hand-turned and polished Golden Camphor wood with
the faintest hints of pearlescent sheen, and a gold-plated
metal interior. The Pearl is also finished with a laser-etched
Allume logo. Measures 4" length x 0.7" wide. 

Please note: Given the nature of hand-turned Golden
Camphor wood, each carrier is unique and slightly varies in
colour tone and pattern.

Comes in bundles of 5 units.

$14.50 WS / $29 MSRP
Prices listed in USD.



Hemp Hat

This wondrous plant helps the environment by reducing
carbon.
Hemp is incredibly durable due in part to its antimicrobial
properties.
Resistant to UV rays.

The Cannabis Loves You hat says it all. Made entirely of hemp,
this fun loving design features a beautiful tone-on-tone
embroidery on the front, as well as a peace sign on the back.
Standard adjustable adult sized cap with metal buckle. 58cm all
around. 

WHY HEMP? 

Comes in bundles of 5 units.

$19 WS / $38 MSRP
Prices listed in USD.



Green Dream
Tarot Deck

A special collaboration with leading tarot brand, Soul Cards. The
luxury Green Dream deck pays homage to the bonds of cannabis
and spirituality. Included: 78 velvety smooth matte cards with a
cannabis leaf motif, and signature Soul Cards symbols in gold foil.

Comes in bundles of 5 units. 

$30 WS / $60 MSRP
Prices listed in USD.



Botanique
Reversible
Robe

Our bestselling belted reversible robe features a warm green
tone on one side, and a botanical kaleidoscope print on the
other. We offer inclusive sizing: S/M, L/XL, 1X/2X and 3X/4X.
Made with satin. 

Comes in bundles of 5 units (per size).
PRE-ORDER FOR SIZES S/M AND L/XL. SHIPS MID TO
LATE OCTOBER.

$36 WS / $72 MSRP
Prices listed in USD.



Elsie Stash
Handbag

This premium handbag is made with green vegan suede and an
odour absorbing activated carbon lining. When zipped shut, the
opening of the bag is sealed for further odour containment.
Features an interior pocket, a comfortable wide strap and a gold-
toned metal ring. Includes a tag with the quote "Wherever you go,
chill shall follow".

Measurements: 9.5" L x 7.3" W x 4" D. Strap measures 20.5" (starting
from below the front buckle extending to the back of the bag).

Comes in bundles of 3 units. 

$42.50 WS / $85 MSRP
Prices listed in USD.



NO MINIMUM SPEND. 

In an effort to support independent retailers and provide flexibility,
we don't require minimums. Items are available in small bundles.

PAYMENT

Orders must be paid in full prior to shipping. We accept all major
credit cards, PayPal, international wire transfers and Interac e-

Transfers.

SHIPPING

Allume ships from Montréal, Canada. Shipping costs are calculated
based on the weight and dimensions of the package, as well as
delivery location. Processing time is 1-2 business days. Delivery
within Canada takes 3-5 business days. Delivery in the United States
takes 5-10 business days. Please note that delays are possible due
to circumstances surrounding COVID-19. All orders come with
tracking and insurance. 

International customers may be subject to duty fees. 

For more information, contact: camille@shop-allume.com. Looking
forward to doing business with you!

 

How we work
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